It's National Hispanic Awareness Month:See page 4.

Stolt enberg urges reevalua tion of masculinity

photo by Virginia Stethmus
John Stoltenberg spoke at last Thursday 's Spotlight lecture.
these issues to the Colby commuBY KATHRYN COSGROVE nity.
Asst. News Editor
"I knew that being a man is more
than just beards and hunting jackJohn Stoltenberg was born ets, but I became haunted by the
"perused" and grew up trying to elusiveness of real masculinity,"
prove he was as masculine, as the said Stoltenberg. "If .there isn't one
"other" guy, until he realized that man who contains all the masculinthe "other" guy does not exist.
ity then it just can't be real. Men are
"What is masculinity? Who has comparing themselvesto an abstract
it and how do they act?" are ques- gender ideal that doesn't exist."
tions that Stoltenberg has explored
Stoltenberg spoke for 60 minthroughout his life. Last Thursday, utes on issues such as gender inStoltenberg, author of the book . equality and homophobia and then
"Refusing to be a Man," addressed opened the floor to questions from

Students -smell snow
By WTON&Y
GLOCKNI2R
Contributing Write*
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Ski season h finally here.
$»#wto***r Mountain uttxcistty
opened lo tho public the earliest
& Maine ski area has ever opened.
Although only a limited twr&be*
o*M*wwaopert to $k{e*8/ttwiriy
students found th« time to get out
their «kis and head tip to titxt
mountain.SugwhWH not merely
0ptMt,jK*0*di«g to $tudeifc f& t&f}
dnOW i*pretty good,
^Tlhe snow Was good conoid"
otfng ihe ehmtt uwh*they iwd to
propare th* trail*/ said My
FJontiUa '94, Who Went to
Sugarloaf last Thursday*
It wiw cool to be the fl»#t
people On thft hill/ **W )mti
Sudano 'Mj ,Who Alio Went dkiing
last Thursday.
AccordUigto Celhy$<i$arJoaf
$tude*at ftej**e<ie>ritativ<? Karen
Laidley "0% Almost 300 aensow
passes were mold for the reduced
pri_ $tf$£$0, i.oth»elMdlWgpflf»$e$
mM fa* Hhfe W&tttof -p-rtiW Of $K&
Thi* yea* panrtert wore »ol<3(
through Student Activities ,
whom*** fust year they were jioid
th tt^gh $Mg,ir)o»fnttwlonttepireSontaHvOs,
"1 think that selling (hem

through Student Activities made
all the difference, Il Wa$ better
wganteed and morocentraUytor
cated/ said Laidtey.
Thiayear Sugarloafpurchased
now $now*4ttak%shipment *u
increase tho amount of snow in
the SnowBeIds,a trailwith few
boundaries above the tree tine.
Before fbte yew the traite were
not skiable for most of the sea*
son, but now they will be open
f at a lairgexpoxttottof the season.
; \**Tfas opfctttog of the Snow
Fields Waft <k big incentive for
people to buy pasaras/' said
fo|<teiy**i fttokitw-tfy helped
rt9 to $«U evett ttt&re/
Colby student*seem toVigrcc
that a pass is a definite must for
$tudewti» planning to ski fre»
qittttUy* Mowew;# a ^twient

docfl not $fci more (tun ton day*a
season, a paw is not worth tho
wn My/ Sidd lPlairttNliV

J him $89 on »1 tte lket add X

sould. only «ki one trail/' said
Ted Gtitloy YH. "Even nt full
prlceyou gotmoruforyaurwioney
hfccauw yon <m nkl the whole
mountain. It Won't be th.it bad
when it goes up to full price*1
d _ n't plan to $M too nt ucb,ao,no,
I don 't really need a pm *"
"\ don't think that It will b««
problem for me to ma|co my

the audience.
"Men constantlyhavetobeproving their masculinity; it is never
enough and they can never stop,"
said Stoltenberg. "But to prove that
masculinity they have to sever the
lifeof their inner feelings.This transforms into alienation, domination
and estrangement."
-"Trying to prove your masculinity does not allow for empathy," he
said. "It causes the objectification of
someone else's body, so others are
looked at as body parts and not a
whole presence. We were shown
that to be a man, sexual inequality
had to turn you on. You can't be a
man without someone underneath
[you] ."
There are four erotics to inequality, according to Stoltenberg.
The first of these erotics is sexual
objectification. This is the reduction of another self, not witnessing
the personhood of another," said
Stoltenberg. "I describe , this as
thingification,turning other people
into things-that are-ta.be possessed
and used. This sort of behavior resolves male gender identity anxiety
and, when repeated, develops an
eroticism. The reason men who are
trying to live up to this masculine
ideal have such a problem accepting homosexual relationships is because you shouldn't treat another

man the way you are supposed to
treat a woman."
Male bonding isthe second eroticism. "Men use male bonding with
other men to prove that they are
tough, not vulnerable; straight, not
queer; dominant, not submissive;
and hard, not empathetic," said
Stoltenberg. "When men bond they

*Wen are
comparing
t hemselves to
an abstract
gender ideal
that doesn't
exist "
-John Sf oltmbere
try to prove that the women in their
lives aren't as important as the other
men, but once over they want to
reestablish their relationship with
women, but it is already severed.
Men are faced with the problem of
repairing this split. But can they
recover thedivided selves they have
created?"

Male supremacy requires gender polarity," said Stoltenberg,
"Homophobia [the third eroticism]

allows these men to maintain
women as sexual objects, because
masculine men can't have sex with
real people, only body parts. Homosexuality goes against this concept, because for the definition of
masculinity this would require objectifying another male."
The concept of women as sexual
objects is essential to Stoltenberg's
fourth eroticism of inequality, pornography. "The womanis the sexual
object, and for men there must be
conquest and domination, and it
scares men if they feel anything
else."
Stoltenberg urged men to "subvert male bonds,reclaim their sexuality, and relax about their own
masculinity."
Stoltenberg is the co-founder of
Men Against Pornography and is
chair of the Task Group on Pornography of the National Organization
for Changing Men. He graduated
with a Bachelor of Arts degree in
Philosophy from St. Olafs College,
received a Master of Divinity from
Union Theological Seminar of New
York and a Master of Fine Arts from
Colombia.
The Men 's Group broug ht
Stoltenberg to Colby with the assistance of the Student Association.
See STOLTENBERGon page 6

Roberta battles insect problem
BY NICK-MILES
Staff Writer

ging, because there will always be
this problem."
The reasons that the pests have
taken such a hold in the Roberts
facilities are simple, according to
Attenweiler. Some of the reasons
are that Roberts is an old building
with double floors and double ceilings,whichareconducivesurroundings for insect breeding. It is also
warm enough for them around the
dining facilities due to that "big, old
boiler in the basement," said
Attenweiler.
The insects originally enter the
facility, through outside sources,
such as food supplies, said

Students eating at Roberts may
be in for a surprise.
There has been an insect problem plaguing the two dining halls
located in Roberts Union,according
to Mary Attenweiler, director of
Dining Services.
"We are aware of a problem,"
said Attenweiler. "We have the exterminators on top of it."
Thepestsinjohnsonand Chaplin
dining halls should be eliminated
for the most part by the time students return from Thanksgiving
break, said Attenweiler.
The exterminators,who already
do weekly insect annihilations in
each of the four dining halls, will do
a special fogging of Roberts in late
November to take care of the bugs.
The extermination will take place
over Thanksgiving break because it
takes a few days for the pesticide to
wear off, according to Attenweiler.
Even such a fogging, however,
should not be expected to get rid of
the whole problem, she said .
"You 're never going to totally
get rid of the problem ," said
Attenweiler. "It's not just in Roberts,it's a widespread problem. We
will continue to do the weekly exterminations here even after the fog- Enter at your own risk.

Attenweiler. In an attempt to curb
the problem from this end, most
supplies are now being removed
from their cardboard packaging
before they are brought into the
building. Cardboard stored in the
basement has also been a breeding
ground for these pests, said
Attenweiler.
"(the insects] shouldn't pose a
health risk whatsoever," said
Attenweiler. "The . operations are
clean.
A health problem stemming
from insects, although unlikely, is

See BUGS on page 12
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Jitney repaired
and back on track

BY R35QINAOPOYSKY

The Jitney, which was involved in an accident last month with a
dumpster, has been fully repaired, according to Director of Safety and
Security John Frechette. The total cost of the repairs came to $682.
The collision was reported to the police,as must be any crash resulting
in over $500 in damage, said Frechette. The driver of the vehicle will not
be summonsed in connection with the accident. "The dumpster probably
shouldn't have been there in the first place," said Frechette. "The driver
really wasn't at fault."(N.M.)

Arrest of the week
. Mathew Sullivan '93 was arrested on Thursday, Nov. 5 and charged
with operating a motorcycle without a license.
The motorcycle is owned by Sara Regan '93. (A.K.)

Here's a chance to quit
On Thursday, Nov. 19 The Great American Smokebutwill give smokers a chance to make a fresh start. Students for Health On Campus [SHOC]
will be taking steps to encourage students to break the habit during the
week of Nov. 16th, according to SHOC Vice President Abigail Knapp '93.
SHOC will be signing people up to quit in the Student Center and
handing out information on health risk awareness. Somesuggestions for
quitting are hiding ashtrays, using chewing gum as a substitute and
exercising. (R.L.)

NewsEditor
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Wesleyan College * Middletown^ Conn.

Ballots iar Wesleyan^s student jgo vertunenfcweretamperedwith/ causingan iniiexntption in

the ekcEonprocedute, The combined ballots for preside***,vice president andteptesentatives

were removed from, the voting desk by unknown persons.

The incident provoked facilitators to sea! fine ballot box and reprint different ballots for

future voting*

Georgetown University - Washington* IXC*

Georgetown^ College l-epuhllcans and College Democrats were not allowed to endorse
presidential candidates because they receive funding; from the College. Ihe Vnivetsiiy, as a
non-profit organization,, is prohibited "by federal law from using funds to support political
candidates.
In response/ students formed a Bnsh/Quayle coalition and a Clinton/Gore group, ,.

SMdmore College * Saratoga Springs, NX

A peeping torn was arrested for lurking in the College's women's locker room.lChe man

gained access to the locker room by removinga iih* from the ceiling of the men's locker room,

crawling along the ceiling area and removing a file from ihe women's toom, according to the
director of security,.

The suspecthas been arrested and convicted on three counts of trespassing.

Students sign up for their spring courses
lar. These courses are large mainly
because each is a requirement for
some major or minor. The largest
five courses were Survey of United
States History with 138 students,
Survey of Western Art with 127,
Introduction to Biology: Genetics
an d Cell Biology with 126 stude n t s,
General Chemistry with 118 students,and Cultural Antrhropology
with 104 students, according to the
Registrar's office. In addition, Organic Chemistry and Greek Tragedy have been "creeping up in the
past few years," while Oceanography and Introduction to Psychology "have been dropping off ," said
Registrar George Coleman.

BY SUSIE RANKIN
StaffWriter

Spring course registration sheets
and January plan options were due
Friday, Nov. 6, but those yellow
and blue sheet s ar e still probably
scattered in rooms, awaiting signatures and final decisions. Students
are tryingto discover which professors are energetic, the one's that let
you "bag" class, those who do not
give exams and those who do not
have class on Friday mornings.
By taking into account last year's
course counts, it is possible to see
which courses were the most popu-
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While many of the larger classes
are popular, often students avoid
them because of their size.
"I would rather take a smaller
class simply becauseyou have more
contact with the professor," said
Ji m Kelley '93. "Its easier to get a
discussion going. [Professor
Bassett's American Short Story] is
the only class that I've ever seen
successfully get discussion going
on a regular basis."
"It's harder to get involved in a
class when it'sjust a professor standing in front of 100 students in
Lovejoy 100," said Christine
Messier '94J.
"Most big classes are kind of
boring," said Steve Hatch '93. An
exception is Introduction to Environmental Geology, according to
Hatch. "[Professor Doss] holdsgood
class discussions, especially for a
larger class."
Most of the weight in the language department during the
spring leans toward French and
Spanish, although there are a good
number of students who take Japanese, Russian, German, Italian and
Chinese, said Coleman.
' Both macroeconomics and

George Coleman, Registrar
microeconomics are always strong,
as well as all levels of calculus because they are requirements for so
many different majors," said
Coleman. "Lots of people have
taken these courses before,but they
are cracker-jack high school

Vhot o by Cina Wertheim

courses. Comparative Politics: An
Introduction to Politics Outside the
United States and Introduction to
International Relations are always
popular courses, as well as Introduction to Geological Science, according to Coleman.Q
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Bring Mom & Dad a
Homemade Pie for
Thanksgiving !
Bring in Student I.D. and
get 10% off!!

Call & order yours today.
Bakery & Gourmet Desserts
Fresh Ground Coffee
Full Breakfast & Lunch
&Daily Specials
45 Main St. Waterville, Maine

B A P
Downstairs from the Silver Street Tavern
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Thursday Night is College Ni ght
Featurin g:
•$.75 Draft Beer
•$2.00 J agermeister Tooters
•Free 5 ft. Sub at 10pm

Safari Bar 873-2277

Mundy leaves Montana for Colby

THULE Roof rack systems. "Sweden's best," sold here.

DAVID MATHIEU CO.
AUTO BODY
Allen St., Waterville

I Established
1928
fl

.
Professor Mundy helps two students in the Chemistry Lab.
few students with senior projects.
His own area of research is natural
Features Editor
product synthesis.
Montana State University has
Ever since his years at the Uni- little in common with Colby, acversity of California at Berkeley, cording to Mundy. While Colby is
where he was on a National Insti- considered a small, selective liberal
tute of Health Fellowship studying arts college,Montana State Univerhow tobacco plants make nicotine, sity has open admissions, a student
Professor Bradford Mund y had body of about 10,000, graduate and
been thinking about coming to Ph.D. programs, and is primarily
Colby. Mundy wrote to Colby ex- known for science,engineering and
pressing interest in a chemistry agriculture. The age of students is
position 26 years ago before set- another major difference, as the
tling down in Montana, where he approximate average age of stubecame a tenured chemistry pro- dents there is 26.
fessor at Montana State University.
Mundy was surprised when he
Mundy first became interested received his first batch , of lab rein living in New England and work- ports. "[They were] almost all beauing at Colby when he earned his tifully typed," he said. "I like how
Ph.D. in chemistry at the Univer- software is made available to the
sity of Vermont after doing his un- students and faculty."
dergraduate studies in chemistry
Although he used to swear by
and education at the State Univer- the IBM computers he used in Monsity of New York. This fall, Mundy tana, Mundy has gotten to like usleft his home in the Rockies in ing the Macintosh. In fact, he has
Bozeman, Montana. He came with disposed of his preconceived nohis wife,Margaret,to replace former tions of Macintosh computers beChemistry Professor Dan Libby. "It ing for people who refused to learn
took me 26 years to get back here," how to use keyboard commands.
said Mundy. "1didn 't think I had a
"There's a lot more homogeneprayer in the world because I spent ity of students here, even in terms
my whole life in state college sys- of grades and backgrounds," he
tems." Mundy's tenured position said.
was endowed by the Miselis chair.
PublishingissomethingMundy
At Colby Mundy is teaching particularly enjoys, as he has
Organic Chemistry, Advanced Or- authored and co-authored several
ganic Chemistry and is advising a chemistry books. "It's a kind of

BY KARENLIPMAN

~

photo by Cina Wertheim

therapy,"he said."I hate to think of
myself as a workaholic, but I'm a
workaholic." Mundy co-authored
a graduate level text book called
"Name Reactions and Reagents in
Organic Synthesis," published by
John Wiley & Sons. A new edition
of this book is due out this year.
Mundy alsoco-authored "Concepts
of Organic Synthesis" and "General,Organic,and Biological Chemistry," which are used as undergraduate textbooks.
Mundy,who grew up in upstate
New York, and his wife Margaret
have three adult children and a
Lhasa-apso, named Ethel that they
left behind with their daughter. All
three children did their undergraduate work at Montana State
University while living at home.
The Mund y's two daughters are
both teachers and their son is working on his Ph.D. in chemistry at
Berkeley. "We like to think of our
kids as friends,"said Mundy.
Since their own children are all
back west, the Mundy's have enjoyed taking part in campus activities. "It has been fun,"he said. They
have attended several dorm events
including a barbecue and Halloween pumpkin carving. Mundy has
attended football games and went
to Skalloween dressed as a crazy
chemist. The Mundys are currently
the faculty associates of PerkinsWilkin.Q
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Choose your B.D. Baggies from our brand new
assortment of solids and stripes in all cotton oxford; pure and simple nnd now already broken in.
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Levine's
Downtown Waterville
Where Colby friends meet,
Ludy '21 J»ncy '27 Howard '4(i

Go Colby...
Let' s Beat Bowdoin!!
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Colby raises consciousness for Hispanic month.

<
their culture far away from home."
BY REGENA LIPOVSKY
"Since there are so few [Hispanic-AmeriNews Editor
can students, their culture] may be ignored
or seen as unimportant," said Tolbert. "ConNovember is National Hispanic Month, tributions may be overlooked. We need to
and this year the College is taking the oppor- expose the student body,faculty and staff to
tunity to celebrate Latino culture in a series of Hispanic achievement."
"We need to present Hispanic culture in
events held throughout the month.
The events are organized by the Student everyday life at Colby," said SOBHU memOrganization for Black and Hispanic Unity ber Manuel Stevos '93J. "We need to bring
[SOBHU] in conjunction with the Office of about awareness."
Many Hispanic students find the shift
Intercultural Affairs. "We have arranged
educational events, movies on Thursday eve- from home difficult, according to Tolbert.
nings and tray lunches to discuss different "Waterville, Maine is a tough place to be if
topics," said Aliza Hernandez '93, chair of you're from New York City,"he said."[Many
students] come from high schools where
the organizational committee.
The month comes as an effort to raise [they] can be [themselves] and not worrying
consciousnessaboutHispanicissues. "People about people not understanding or misinterwho wouldn't ordinarily go to these events preting [their] actions."
Not enough has been done at Colby to
should go to one or two and see what [Hispanic month] is about," said Kebba Tolbert make Hispanic studentscomfbrtable,accord'94, co-president of SOBHU. "A movie or ing to Tolbert. "More Hispanic studentsneed
tray lunch or a poetry reading will enlighten to come here," he said. "Students have left
[Colby].The retention rate is not as good as it
students to the culture and enjoy it."
could
be."
"Whenever you see differences, in order
"We needto be more aware of non-Euroto be able to understand them, you need to
know what they are about,"said Hernandez. pean Hispanic-Americans,"said Hernandez.
The lack of a Hispanic influence in acaNext week's Spotlight Lecture is an integral part of the events scheduled. Vice Presi- demics at Colby is a problem, according to
dent of the United Farm Workers and Latino Hernandez. "All the foreign language prorights activist Dolores Huerta will speak at 11 fessors are Spanish, not Hispanic," she said.
a.m. on Thursday, Nov. 19. "It is very impor- "People deny this and say that Colby is OK
tant to show [Huerta) support," said Tolbert. because wehave Spanish professors. We need
"It would be sad for her to come and see no to look into getting Hispanic American nonone there as a representation of Colby sup- European professors."
Tolbert's greatest complaint is the abport."
sence
of a Latin American Studies departThe organizers of the month hope to
make Colby a more comfortable environ- ment. "Someone interested in the culture is
ment f or Hispanic students. "There aren't unable to find out about it," he said. "[The
very many Hispanic students on campus and unavailability] deprives students of Latinthere's not much culture here for them," said American background as well as the Colby
Tolbert. "It's helpful for them to see part of community in general."
—

~

We can t ignore [the need for a Latin
AmericanStudiesdepartrhent],"said Stevos.
"We have an Asian Studies department and
an African American Studies department.
[Hispanics] are no longer the minority but
are soon to be the majority in this country."
"What you don't know can hurt you,"

said SOBHU Co-President Jonathan Thomas
'94. "Not knowingaboutanothercultureadds
to ignorance."
¦ "If half the students go to one or two
events, I'd say we were successful," said
Tolbert.Q

V)wt0 ^ Cina Wertheim
June Martson gave a talk on "What does it mean to see a
minority"on Nov.9 at 12 p.m.in the Foss Presidential Dining Room.
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Cutout offends

photo by Yuhgo Yamaguchi
The controversial
advertisement

BY KATHHYN COSGROVE
Asst. News Editor

Angry students responded to a
life-size cutout of a woman that
was hung from the Student Center
last Tuesday, Nov. 3. The cutout
was an advertisement for a toga
party sponsored by Johnson and
Lovejoy Commons Friday,Nov. 6.
The advertisement was removed on Wednesday by Keith
Dupuis '93, Johnson Commons
president, and Bonnie Johnson '94,
Commons
vice
Johnson
president."We removed the figure
because several students were offended by it," said Dupuis. 'If it
was a single person who had hung
it up then they have the right to

express themselves, but since we
represent those in the Commons,if
they are offended then it should
come down."
"It wasn't intended to appear
sexist," said Johnson. "We just
thought it would be good publicity."
"When I first saw it I wondered
howit gotthere,"said Jake Humbert
'94. "I thought about how it may be
sexist having a woman hanging
scantily clad.It waskind of strange,
perhaps a bad choice."
The woman, originally a beer
advertisement, was covered in a
sheet."It wasn't like shewas scantily clad," said Johnson.
"Several students, both male
and feirfale, came to us saying that
v^hey thought it was sexist and inappropriate/'said Dupuis. "But some
students were also upset that we
took it downTThey felt it was giving in to political correctness and
oversensitivity."
"By using this woman to draw
people to a party they are setting a
tone about the womenat the party,"
said Meredith DiMenna '95.
"If you'regoingto put up a man
or a woman dressedinatoga,someone will be offended ," said JeanMichelPicher '96. "You mayas well
not put up anything at all. Yes, it is
sexist,but it would also be sexist to
put up a scantily-clad muscular
man."
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Junior Year in BOSTON

Come to Wheelock College for your junior year and
you will: BE PART OF a cutting-edge program in
multicultural education. JOIN women and men who
are committed to quality teaching in city schools.
BE PREPARED to teach when you graduate. LIVE
in Boston , America's favorite college town.
j

Call our toll-free number for more information :

1-800-231-2783

Choose a year of change to make WllSClOCk
a differen ce in a chan ging world! ^^ l^p^jfgsg
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See CUTOUT on page 12
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tlon of those spending tiext se- f mm Fairfield , Oaklan d,
mester abroad*
P - i t- f i- l d s
should have
Skowhegan and
registered for
Oakgrove also
theirsecond seregistered for
mesler<.otii__es,
the extension
last FridayNov.
courses held at
$r However, in
Colby, These
1£24,according
courses were
to an Oct. 22,
voluntary and
l9Zi iSsueof
providedpeople
the Echo, 120
with an option to
people, "an unexpectedly large extend and pursue (heir internumber/' registered in _hemi» ests. The most heavily enrolled
cal tli.ll for what were)called e#- <|^W-*s*ducati6nwith64mem»
tension courses. "This largest*** here,fottowedby economics wilh
tollment was unexpected by 56. Other popular courses inPresident Roberts, the faculty cluded English,literature,art,hi-
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\ "Beat the Clock"
£0^Drafts start at

Live entertainment
f rom the Boston area

Top 40
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'^"Whereveryou travel, youUlliave the
perfect companion to your PC. Operating on
cT^ft
AA
129.00
$,
. batteries or an AC adapter, our laptop features
xd 4900
' built-in word processing software,
HectronicTVpewtiter
¦_)_ a parallel and
Store, recall,edtand print,
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text on our wool processIng tvpewriter,
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Pereonal Word Processor

Featuring a 9" monitor and
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Confronting "masculine *9 behavior

STOLTENBERG

continued from page !

SNOW
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"[Stoltenberg] was very imrelation.
pressed with Colby and the issues
money frack o» the pass,*
"The girl you got last week students here areactively confrontsaid
Piantilia.
wasn't all that great," said Trevor. ing," said Men's
Group President
til*sj ki \.<&\XKmad*its f i r s t
"Yeah,but a warm body'sbetter Jefferson Goethals '93.
group trip to S«garlo<rf on skthen a cold hand," Goethals said.
"It brought up a lot of stuff I
u«Jayv Nov*?.
"This is the fear of many men hadn't thought about before,"
said
l waslirtpj essedbyth _ earfy
that their sex life is being moni- Matt Mard en '95. "I'm
not sure a lot
seaman .overage/"*ai^ $kiteara
tored and if they don't live up to of people
will agree with
meraher
Bill Bradley*'^
expectations then they aren't man Stoltenberg's ideas,
but I think he
^'The
snowwas
good,a good
enough," said Stoltenberg. When brings up a lot of issues."
,tt_jitt/said
p_ckt_caivetut
h_'d
he asked them to redo the scene,
"I thought it was great," said
Jasoa Hurst r 94# also a membeir
Trevor told Goethals that he was Justin Brown '94. "It
gave me valuaf th^sMteam/Tlj ^y vvexein^lclooking for a relationship. This able insi hts and substance with
g
i»g
snow on a lot of mm*md it
ended Goethals' control over the which I can examine myself and
evert
snowed while wfe we^e
situation, according to Stoltenberg. other men and women that 1know
there.
It wasn't too crowded «?'
"Once you confront a situation, in light of the values in our culture.
hu
Iher, t we did see some Colhy
one of three things can happen: he
people whoatett*t on the team."
photo by Ari Druker can win, you can win and most A lot of people wereprobable frightened and offended by what
*Tw_$ fot-llypsydied to^ki/'
John Stoltenberg invited students to roleplay at his workshop
likely he'll go pick on someoneelse," [Stoltenberg] said, but I think they
said IKatherine Camphtfj l r96.*%
"Drink more, faster, taster," yelled said Stoltenberg.
should look at his views in an unbiBY KATHRYN COSGROVE
think i¥$ awesome ^hiat wej caw
Belson the R.A. "Don't stop."
"What the hell are you buying? ased way and come to their own
Asst. News Editor
ski 90 eatly in Novemb«r»ToBelsondescribed the social scene That looks like queer food to me."
conclusions."
wards noon _tgoti_y>h_frin the
at Colby to Galson. "All you have to began Joe Lilore '90,who portrayed
I
thought
it
was
a
powerful
morning
A vegetarian,a carnivore,a foot- do is get the girl drunk enough,"he a carnivore approaching a vegetarthe siteW Was^ood/'Q
message," said Ben Trevor '93.0
b all player, a republican, a resident said. "But don't go after any girl ian in Shaws.
assistant [R.A.], and a first-year stu- who goes to Women's group."
Erin Mansur '95 defended his
dent were all characters in skits at
The two then replayed the scene heterosexuality when attacked.
Corrections from the Oct. 29 Echo.
John Stoltenberg's hour and a half with Galson acting on his own free "I'm not queer, I'm straight, but
workshop "Breaking the Male will. After being berated, Galson look at that guy over there; now
-Dina Pfister-Mandes '96's T-shirt company is Planet Ma ine
Bonds that Bind Us" last Thursday got up and left the game.
he's queer," Erin said.
Graphics.
night at 8p.m. in the Smith Lounge
"Name what is going on, be"Erin's character is trying to
in Runnals.
- Jason Spooner '95 was in the "The Byrd Plays."
cause once you name it then you bring a third party into the attack
The slatsconsisted of situations can disempower it," said and thus forge a bond with Joe's
- Colby's German language program took place in Liibeck,
that occur commonly at Colby.They Stoltenberg, describing Galson's character to avoid anymore con- Germany.
were designed to show how male actions. "Once you think and de- frontation ,"said Stoltenberg. When
bonding and female objectification fine who you are then that is the told to replay the scene Aaron reCorrections from the Nov. 5 Echo.
exist in everyday life, according to beginning of the end of your fears." sponded to the confrontation by
Stoltenberg. Students at the workSex and Athletics were the saying "Look,man,it 's not my sexu- The quotation in the Butler fire article that said "Some
shop were asked to describe six dif- themes of the next scene. Jefferson ality; it's my dinner."
person took [the costume], lit it and put it in the bathroom... "'
ferent characters and three differ- Goethals '93 and Ben Trevor '93
When each of the scenes were
ent locations. Six Colby students were two football players at a party. replayed, the power was shifted by was said by Erin Mansur '95,the resident assis tant in Champlin.
- The restaurant review on page 14 was for the Harraseeket
volunte ered t o be act ors in the skits "Listen dude, you haven't gotte n confronting the fear of not being
into
and were then split up
three laid in, what, three weeks now," considered man enough and hav- Inn in Freeport.
groups.
said Goethals. "I'm beginning to ing the confronted be in control of
- Professor Charlie Bassett was a Halloween reader in the
Scott Galson '95and Matt Belson get worried. I don't know dude, his position and his identity.Q
chapel.
'93acted as a first-year student and you haven't been playing well on
an R.A. playing a game of beer die. the field either,maybethere'sa corJf
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1* Call 873-0100 40 Elm St.
Have Domino's Pizza delivered or pick
2? it up on the way.
Enjoy the same with a hot,delicio us
3? better-than-ever Domino's Pizza.
,
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STUDENT SPECIAL
Only $5.99

Receive ono medium Pizza with
ono topping and two 12oz, Coke
I
ciassicordiot col I for only $5.99 plus tax and
B
doposit.
EXPIRES.11-22-92
|
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Destination: AUSTRIA
CALL: CAMPUS TRAVEL

FOR RATES AND INFORMATION

872-3456/7 or 8
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$2.00 OFF
ANY LARGE
PIZZA
_
. . .
Order Any Large Two
Item Pizza and
Recieve $2.00 Off .
EXPIRES: 11-22-92
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»Save up to 30% on Hockey Protective Equipment
«20% off all Hockey Accessories
»20% off Wood Sticks
.
-10% off Alumi num Sticks
"Skate Sharpenin g $2.00 - usuall y while you wait

Skates by Bauer, Micron, and CCM at
team prices. Practice and Team Jerseys
with lettering available.

HOURS: 11AM- 1PM SUN-THURS 11AM-2AM FRI & SAT
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Best Selection of Sticks in CentralmlLMaine
100's to choose from.
Great selection of Ladies Figure Skates
[starting nt $39.95
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Go Colby—Beat Bowdoin!!

Jon & Paula Eustis '69

Harold Joseph '47

Cases come before J-Board
BY NICK MILES
StaffWriter

Though quiet for most of the
semester, the Judicial Board [JBoard] heard two cases in October
and has others scheduled for the
future.
' The Colby community finally
has some answers about the incident on Oct. 9 in which two male
students broke into Eustis.
After an Oct. 25 hearing, a student was found guilty of both "illegal entry into a college building"
and "theft of property," according
to a memo releasedby J-Board Chief
Justice Jack Higgins '93. The case
was in connection with the Eustis
break-in on Friday Oct. 9, according to Associate Dean of Students

Mark Sardjenian.
Although it remains unclear
what property may have been stolen, the intruders were looking for
food, said Director of Safety and
Security John Frechette in the Oct.
15 Echo.
Sanctions against the student
include disciplinary probation for
the rest of his Colby career, eight
hours of service to the Colby community and an illegal entry fine,
according to Higgins's memo.
The second student involved in
the break-in was brought before Jboard on Sunday Nov. 9,according
to Serdjenian. The results of the
hearing are not yet known.
A student was found guilty of
damaging college property in another case heard on October 25. The

student involved broke windows
in Piper and faces disciplinary probation thrpugh Dec. 22, according
to Serdjenian. The student must
also write letters of apology, pay
for the damage and pay a fine, according to Higgins's memo.
Upcoming cases for thej-board
include a response to the Halloween fire in Butler and an alleged
student-to-student physical assault,
according to Serdjenian.
"fit has been a] fairly calm year
so far," said Serdjenian. "We feel
confident that [/-Board members]
use their best judgment. Only the
people in the room who hear the
case can make the decision. The
rumor mill and gossip only gives
you some of the facts and a oneAssociate.Dean of StudentsMark Serdjenian
sided point of view."Q

V

Non-alcoholic lounges p roposed
spring. "It all depends on the resources available to us," said
Johnston.
A substance-free lounge in evColby willmost likely seea proposal for non-alcoholic lounges be- ery dorm would require "a plea for
come a reality later this year. Dean resources that definitely were not
of Housing PaulJohnston and mem- figured into thisyear'sbudget,"said
bers of the Student Association,in- Johnston.
Right now, the project is in the
cluding President Bill Higgins '93,
definition
stage, according to
are enthusiastic about the idea of
having substance-free lounges in Johnston. "We have to figure out
every residence hall, according to what it is we're trying to create.
Then we have to start pricing and
Johnston.
The reality for this year, how- come up with a per lounge average
ever, will probably be one in each cost for the project.Then wehaveto
Commons,which was proposed by find the money. It's all a matter of
the Commons presidents last finding that pot of gold."
BY mCK MILES
StaffWriter

Each hall is being looked at to
see which lounges would be most
appropriate forthisidea,according
to'Johnston. Discussions are taking
placeconcerning the needs of a nonalcoholic lounge. Possibilities include game equipment, TVs,VCRs,
new furnishings and carpeting,said
Johnston.
"I think that these lounges
would be good for students that
don't drink so that they can have a
place to relax on the weekend and
not get covered with beer," said
Joanna Revers '96. "It would also

tedeat Ass0Ciatipiii;Biiite^-1
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Informational Meeting
COLBY IN CORK

•¦l

Academic Year 1993-1994 or Fall Semester 1993
Wednesday, November 18 at 7PM
Philson Lounge, Student Center

CLASSIFIED
$$$$, FREE TRAVEL AND
RESUME EXPERIENCE!!
Individuals and Student
Organ iza ti ons wan t ed t o
promote SPRING BREAK ,
call the nation ' s lead er .
In ter-Campus Programs
1-800-327-6013

BE A SPRIN G BRE A K REP !
Earn FREE TRIPS an d th e
HIGHEST COMMISSIONS!
Cancun , Bah amas, Day tona ,

INTERESTED IN VIDEO
OR FILM?

& Jamaica from $159.

Call Tak e A Brea k

Student Travel today !
New England's largest .spring
break company! (800) 32TOAVEL (Boston)

IF YOU HAVE ACCESS TO A
VIDEO CAMERA, WE ARE
LOOKING FOR STUDENTS
TO MAKE A VIDEO OF YOUR

Academic Year 1993-1994
Monday, November 16 at 7PM
Philson Lounee- Student Center

See LOUNGES on page \%

JL __.

***CAMPUS REPS
WANTED***
HEATWAVE VACATIONS
SPRING BREAK 1993
THE BEST RATES & THE
BIGGEST COMMISSIONS
FOR M ORE INF ORMATI ON ,
CALL 800-395-WAVE

Info rmational Meeting
COLBY IN CAEN
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President's Bullets

m \

•Stu-A is more than just a social life. Please understand that
we are multi-faceted. Everything discussed at your hall meetings has been brought to you by Stu-A.
•Bim Skala Bim was a Lovejoy/Mary Low Commons creation.
•This week a Colby Watch program was discussed.
•So was the issue of community service for disciplinary action.
•Thanks for your feedback on alcohol-free lounges, it would be
a long-term project but something good for the college.
•We have the makings of a Guiness record , sit tight.
.
•Please come up to our offices some time and discuss your
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•Two quotes of mine in last week's Echo were mistakenly
placed out of context. I'm sure that there will be responses in
this week's issue, so this is my own clarification. Sorry, and
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LOCAL AREA. WE WILL PAY

-

OF WORK.

: ;: ®Paula Poundstone returns to Colby November 19th. k HK
S:
Get your tickets in advance.
j
| >

YOU $500 FOR 2 TO 3 DAYS

FOR INFORMATION CALL

C.B. PRODUCTIONS, INC.
M-F 9-5
(617) 332-9606
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founded in 1877
ANDREA KRASKER, Editor
GRETA WOOD, Managing Editor

REGINA LIP OVSKY, NewsEditor

KAREN LIPMAN, Fea tures Editor
AMY KL BORRELL, A & E E ditor
HANNAH BEECH, Op inions Editor
J ONATHAN WALSH, S ports E d itor
MICHELLE TAYLOR, Layout Editor

SCOTT GALSON, Layout Editor
ARI DRUKER, P hoto E ditor
CINA WERTHEIM, Photo Editor
ROBERT HO STLER, Business Manager
CHARLES BEELER, Ad Manager
KRISTIN BURATI, Production Manager

KATHRYN COSGROVE, Asst. News Editor
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KATHLEEN KEMPLE, Layout Asst.
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ANDYVERNON , Staff Cartoonist
MARK R. MUIR, Subscriptio nsManager
LETTERS AND OPINIONS POLICY
The Editorial is the official opinion of the paper. The other opinions expressed on this page are not
necessarilythe views of The Colby Echo or its staff.
The Colby Echoencourages letters from its readers, especially those wit hin the immed iate community.They
should not exceed 200 words.
Letters to the Editor should be typed. Letters to the Editor must be signed and include either an address
or a phone number. For publication on Thursday, letters must be received by The Colby Echono later than
8:00 p.m. Monday evening of the same week.
The Colby Echo reserves the right to edit all submissions.

It's bugging us

Letters

Stolt enberg st ill leaves women out

What is a men s issue? What does it mean to discuss men's issues when they are so closely related to women's
issues?John Stoltenberg'slecture and workshop focused on white,heterosexualmasculini ty. However,masculinity
cannot be reevaluated when these discussions are still centered on men.For example, rape is a man's issue,a result
of masculineinsecurity,a man's need to prove he is not a woman.Bydominating her,a man separateshis masculine
ideal from her hypothetical femininity.
Stoltenberg urges men to confront their masculine insecuritiesby viewing sexuality as a continuum rather than
as a rigid,schizophrenic split between two polarized genders. Yet,his focuson men alienates women. While stating
the contradictionsof a masculineconstruct and decidedly working to change men,he usesmale privilege to discount
any female point of view.When women responded to Stoltenberg, their views were discounted or allotted a mere
footnote. This counteracts his movement to disempower gender constructs by allowing men to remain in the
spotlight.
For too long women have been pushed aside while men had a whole culture catering to them. Now when,
refreshingly, a radical feminist man teaches the failings of the masculine ideal, he still leaves women out. We
recognizethe need for a "men'sspace."Establishing a men'sgroupisthe first step in acknowledging that men have
to take responsibilityto educate themselvesand relearn their identities. However,this process of reevaluation needs
to move cautiously. A men's movement will not reach its goal if it still mirrors the masculine tradition of refusing
to be (or hear) a woman.
Nicole Farkas'90
Asdis Thorsteinsson '95

Stereotyping black-faces?

I am writing in response to Hannah Beech's article
"Halloweenhidesstudentprejudiceundermasks"which
appeared in the Nov. 5 issue of the Echo. The article
addressed the idea of a white individual painting his/
her face to aid a costumeof a African Americancelebrity,
and criticized such an outfit for "mocking the heritage
and ethnicity of the African American heritage."
The argument is supported by the "inferences" that
such a costume generates, and we are then provided
with a brief but painful history lesson, the highli ghts of
which were the Amos and Andy shows and Ku Klux
Klan lynchings,both of which share an ugly relationship
with the history of black-face. I am not disputing the
author's admirable knowledge of some of the ugliest
moments in our nation's history, but to make such a
derogatory and inaccurate blanket statement about the
character of some individuals and proceed to offer some
sort of pseudo-psychological analysis is unacceptable.
My point: there is a positive and a negative in
everything we see, and too many people these days are
concern ed with only the negative. This is dangerous.
Constantly searching for the negative aspect of every
issue only strengthens the existing tensions whether
they be racial, sexual or other, and while I believe in the
freedom of speech, I feel that such a narrow-minded,
inaccurate and potentially damaging point of view as
this should be kept to oneself. Perhaps creating
controversy is the easy story when a published writer
runs out of things to say.

Sufocommitteeworking
to divide campus

<
'

I have just read the article on changes proposed by
Lesbigayand the minutes from theCampus Community
Committee and would like to suggest more changes.
With the idea of supporting alternative individuals
in the Admissions literature, I suggest to also include a
picture of a handicapped person going up the ramp of
the new Lovejoy addition.Republicans might be in need
of a counselor specializing in election defeats. Make
forei gn students feel at home by providing books in their
nativetongues at the bookstore; their parents wouldjust
love FarSide cartoons written in their language. It is also
important that their health and therapy concerns be met
by a professional specializing in culture shock, food
poisoning, etc. Finally, to accommodate all opinions I
will ask the administration to make each student a
member of every club and committee on the campus.
Look at us!What has hapened to this campus? Every
individual that represents a minority or interest group
can protest to the administration and present a list of
unreasonabledemands. The administration,refusing to
take a stand on any issue, will grant those wishes and
form subcommittees so as not to offend anyone. Get real
Colby!

Insect infestation in Roberts' dining halls, though not
dangerous, according to [Director of Dining Services Mary
Attenweiler, is still disturbing. Though the odds may not be
overwhelming, just the thought of an arachnid creeping out
from under a lettuce leaf is enough to quelch appetites. Yet
Dining Services is waiting until the middle of the month to
close down for fumigating.
The delay in eliminatingthe pests and the potential health
risk they pose is inexcusable. Students have the right to
expect their food to be free of insects and germs. We are
dependent on the dining halls for our nutrition and it is
reasonable to demand cleanliness in the areas where our
food is prepared. No one wants to share a plate of Seiler's
linguine with a cockroach or any other such creepy-crawly
Sarri Salman '93,5
thing.
Jon Joys '95
Close down the dining halls for a week. Bring in the
exterminators. Foss and the 24-hour Dana can handle a bit of
an overload for a week. Dining Services could try to arrange
a deal with the Spa for the time needed for the fumigating.
Students can handle a little inconvenience for roach-free
First, I would like to apologize to all whom this letter does not concern,but I could not think of any other way
to convey this important message.
dining.

Have a little common courtesy

Monday ni ght, I walked into the practice room underneath Lorimer Chapel to discover my amplifier (which I
had stored in the corner) precariously resting on the upturned side of a drum case, 3 to 4 feet off the ground. It was
still plugged in,and its foot pedal lay on the floor. The volume of the amp was set on 10,much louder than the setting
of 6 which I used in the Student Center for a gig last week.Loud enough, in fact, to easily ruin the amp.
The Lorimer practiceroom is one of Colby's nicer offerings for musicians. Without it, drummers,guitarists,etc.
Colby claims to be so environmentally conscious it is a would not have an adequate place to play their instruments. In the past, cooperation has been great among fellow
wonder the College does not require all students to adopt an musicians who use the room.However, it seems that this year someonedid not learn all they needed to know in
Kindergarten.
acre of a rainforest upon matriculation.
There is a need for this room, and a need for cooperation and respect while amidst thousands of dollars of
The campus is so concerned with recycling that the large, equipment. It may be a separate matter to borrow an amp, etc., from someone that you know and treat it nicely. But
well-labelled blue bins just were not doing the job. To as- the message which my amp presented to me was: "I can't get caught doing this and 1don't give a shit who owns
suage the fea r that not every piece of paper was being put in this. It's not mine, so crank it up!"
This action goes beyond the levels of common courtesy into the "totally wrong" category. I should not be
the appropriate bin, students were provided with personal
because mommy and daddy never taught you your 'C and 'R' words. If you can not handle yourself with
bins that , when conveniently placed near one's preferred penalized
cooperation and respect in the practice room, then stay the hell out.

Hypocrisy of the week

area of stud y, allow them to recycle without even thinldng
about it.
Thinking is obviously what the College believes the
students are not doing. How the mailroom thought Colby
studen t s would overlook its newly-enforced size minimum
f or campus mail is a mystery when the message to reduce,
reuse and recycle is inescapable. Students are now required
to print messages on no less than a quarter of a page of paper
even if that message only takes up one inch of space. Presumabl y, the recycling-mania cannot cross the thresholds of the
Student Center doors. Correspondents do have the option of
putting their smaller-than-regulation missives in envelopes
and then mailing them, but t hi s would wa ste even more
resources than the bizarre quarter-page rule. Maybe a subcommittee should be formed to examine this discrepancy.

Recycle

Chris Chamberlain '93

Recycle this Echo. Reuse plasti c bags . Write on both sides of
paper. Bring a backpack to the grocery store . Walk and bike
snore . Don't spit out your gum outside. Don 't use products
th at do thin gs to animals that you wouldn 't want done to
yourself. Don 't recycle condoms. Use cloth diap ers. Educate
yourself. Educate someone else. Plant a tree.
This is not just about recycling this Echo.

Colby sex police propose new harassment policy
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LIFE'S A BEECH
Hannah Beech

tions to the marriage
Student Association
and
Bob McArthur,
[Stu-A] President Bill
a.k.a.Mr. ColbyadminHiggins '93 goes even
istration, spouts a line
further by stating that
from the proposed
"There just shouldn't be
policy saying that stuintimate .relationships
dent-faculty relations
between students and
are to be discouraged
professors. Even at 21 or
and disciplined.
22 students aren't full
The problem of the
adults yet." Thank you
power differential, as
Bill Higgins for assessing
Hopperstead defines it,
the maturity level of each
is also a supposed reaand every Colby student.
son for the policy
Proponent of the prochanges. According to
posed policy. Patti
the proposed policy,reHopperstead, director of
lationships in which
counseling services, said
one member has a sigthat "It is not unusual to
see professors marrying students, so we're nificant power potential over the other should
not dealing with a hypothetical situation." be heartily discouraged.
Take a whiff of reality, Ma'am.
This is exactly the point. Marriages like that
Relationships are not always comprised
do and will happen at Colby, regardless of
.of partners of equal power. Even in a "happy"
administrative rhetoric.
Imagine a wedding service when the marriage, there is almost always a stronger
marriage official asks if there are any objec- member who makes more decisions and has
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1992, due to Haussgate, the scramble for
politically correct policies and puritanical
minds,has been hailed by the Colby administration as the "year to confront sexual harassment." Under the proposed new policy,
the College has the distinct right to strongly
discourage any faculty-student "relationship
and take disciplinary action against offending members of the Colby community.
Legally, of course, two willing adults engaging in sexual relations is not sexual harassment.Apparently,no one cares about the
law. Make Colby the hotbed of student-faculty celibacy. The college ratings will love
that one.
The U.S. government determines when
weare old enough to die for our country and,
perhaps more importantly, when we are old
enough to vote for our future in the election
of a new president. Now, the administration
is telling us that we are not old enough to
know with whom we should sleep.

Lesbigay proposal s
infringe on rights of others

of their sexual preference. This literature may attract a few more applications,but it will alienate many
more students and parents, espeThe Lesbigay subcommittee has cially those from a conservative
proposed different programs to ful- background.
fill the needs of the lesbian,bisexual
When the College tries to sell
and gay population in the commu- itself to prospective students and
nity.Some of the proposals are bril- parents, it cannot be too careful.
liant and the changes are long over- Maybe we do we want our College
due.
represented like that. Maybe the
Two of the proposals,however, College really does want to address
need to be dropped from this list of an issue which will appeal to a sechanges since they intrude ori the ' lective,closeted minority at the risk
rights of those in the community of turning away students who may
who may be impartial to homo- not be as liberal.
sexual issues.
The call for more gay, lesbian
These two proposals regard and bisexual books and greeting
Admissions and the bookstore. cards isequally ridiculous.ThecomFirst,' the committee wants to pro- mittee states that many homosexual
vide literature for prospective stu- students are in the closet, and a
dents, which is supportive of gay, student trying to hide his/her
lesbian and bisexual students. Sec- sexual preference surely would not
ond,they would like to see a special dare to buy a book about homosection in the bookstore for homo- - sexuals. If these books were in desexual books and greeting cards.
mand, the bookstore would have
Admissions literature support- more of them.
ive of gay,lesbian and bisexual stuThese issues manifest how
dents is said to be needed so that Colby's anti-discrimination policy
students do not target Colby for the
lack of an environment supportive See PROPOSaALSon page 12
BY NIZAR AL-BASSAM
StaffWriter

How nice it is
to know that
Boh McArthur
controls the
adult students '
and facult y's
sex lives.

had more experience in practical matters. We
arenot all happy androids with equal power
and brains.
In an attempt to back up this argument
even further, Director of Special Programs,
Joan Sanzenbacher, said "a teacher/student
relationship is unfair to other students. Any
situation where one student has an unjust
advantage to their peers should beavoided."
If that is true,Colby should not admit any
students that are smarter,better-looking and
more talented than anyone else. After all,
according to Sanzenbacher's logic, no unfair
advantages should exist at Colby. Diversity
is supposed to be what defines the College.
Implicit in that word is the notion that some
unique talent makes everyone special.
Thanks for the vote of confidence on our
decision-making capacities, Colby administration. God love the puritanical underpinnings of this society, and how nice it is to
know that Bob McArthur controls the adult
students' and faculty's sex lives.
Hell,who cares about trivialities like love
and civil liberties, right ?Q

Where 's Colby 's political spectrum?
BY AMIRA BAHU
Staff Wri ter
The homogeneity of Colby's
government department is a worthy point for discussion. But the
greater problem that exists at
Colby is the homogeneity of the
students. When comparing Colby
to other colleges, it fa ils mi serably
in establishing a balance of liberal
and conservative viewpoints.
Take Dartmouth, for example.
Dartmouth may be most famous for its publication The Review, a staunchly conservative
and frequently controversial
newspaper. However,Dartmouth
students claim that they do have
"liberal" publications, and by
Colby standards theseliberal publications are clearly moderate at
most, but at least they exist.
In all fairness, Dartmouth students truly believe that the full
political spectrum is represented
if not equally, then only slightly
skewed to the right. Colby lacks a
balance in the expression of political views, resting on a see-saw so

far to the left that many have lost
touch with the conservative rationale that is harbored by a large part
of the United States. Dartmouth
may not have achieved this in the
idealistic sense,but their attempt is
to be commended.
For the last three months Colby
has been one bellowing primal
scream for the election of Bill
Clinton. It seems that no one short
of a bloodthirsty, money-hoarding
fascist with the intellectual capacity of Styrofoam and the compassion of Jeffrey Dahmer could possibly vote for Bush. No one but an
angry and indecisive illiterate
redneck would vote for Perot. Bush
and Perot may have lost the election,but their votes counted just as
much as Bill Clinton's and their
constituencies do exist of educated,
compassionate peop le. Laura
Steinbrink '93 wrote a letter to the
editor last week accounting for the
lack of a conservative voice on campus to the lack of active republicans
on campus.
An integral part of education is
exposure to opposing view points
and gaining the depth of under-

standing to skillfully refute them.
To dismiss these opposing views
catalyzes their growth and expansion while the incumbents sit
smugly in their ideology and shirk
the threat of an opposing rival.
This is what dug the republican
grave so deeply and definitively
this election year.
Colby's government department may consist of a bunch of
middle-aged white guys and their
dogs, but, despite popular belief,
the student body does not consist
solely and entirel y of Clinton/
Gore volunteer campaign workers.
If there is such an unbalanced
representation as 80 to 20 percent
in favor of Clinton, then the 20
percent needs to holler at the top
of its lungs. Every year Colby
sends countless unsuspecting
democratic flag wavers into the
big world where, surprise surprise, republicans who do not
foam at the mouth exist. Of course,
not every Democrat thinks that,
but the republicans need to do
more to dispel that myth.Q

What has been your worst dining hall experience?

Ski p Harris '93
"1 think Sellers always
does a good job. There's
always something to
choose from."
Lane Schuck '95
"When we were fres hmen, a whole bunch of us
went to get ice cream, and
some guys said "you must
be freshmen because
you're getting ice cream."
photos by Cina Vf ertheim

Andrew Nemiccolo '93
"The day that they had
dog burgers in Dana,"

J onathan Kaplan '94
"When there's nothing
to eat, and you have to eat
cereal three times in a
row."

Margaret Suggs '95
"Anytime I eat in Bobs."

Artsand Entertainment

f
R.E.M. s latest returns to grass roots sensibility
BY JOHAN DOWDY
StaffWrit er
For those who felt betrayed by R.E.M.'s
last two major label albums,Automatic For the
People may be R.E.M. 's humble yet convincing attempt to
Hm_Mjim
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inexcusably schlock pop numbers like "Sh iny
Hap py P eople." Their recent history may be
chock full of million selling albums, stadium
tours and citizenships to celebrityland, but
Michael Stipe, Mike Mills, Bill Berry and
Peter Buck are still in a small town frame of
mind.
Automa tic for t he Peop le,the borrowed slogan of a local restaurant, captures a sense of
small town America's hopes and desperap hoto courtesy of R.EJVJ.I Athens,Ltd. tion. It was a return to grass roots sensibility
and southern folk artistry that propelled this
R.E.M.'s Automatic for the People

Athens, Ga. bar band into a national phenomenon, even before their Warner Brothers
record deal made them the most overly celebrated "alternative" band around.
Although R.E.M. has never completely
forgotten their folk-rock roots,the last couple
of albums have seen the emergence of the
members of R.E.M., especially lead vocalist
Stipe, as pop music icons who, to a certain
extent,betrayed the honesty of style that first
bolstered their success.
Auto matic is a bridge which successfully
traverses the pop void without compromising the band's musical capabilities. It maybe
the band's best effort since 1984's Fables of t he
Reconstruction. Stipe's voice has returned to
the gra iny, mumbling, languid and often incoherent style that characterizes most early
albums. The songs are slower and more emotional and aresupported by an array of traditional sounds such as dulcimers,violins,banjoes and harmonicas. Even the string arrangements, crafted by ex-Led Zeppelin bassist

J ohn Paul Jones, blend smoothly into
Autom a tic 's languid, feeling texture.
There is a lot of soul-searching on Automatic. Stipe has always been both political
and passionately introspective. His songs are
a text through which his passions, struggles
and convictions become evident.
In "Ignoreland ," the problems of living in
a time when "the information nation takes
the clues from all the soundbites" are confronted and explored . "N ightswimming," a
passionate coming-of-age song, is driven by
a pow erfu l piano melody and orchestral arrangement which avoid s the cliched trappings of most rock-orchestra combinations.
Stipe, however, reserves the right to remain coy in the face of all of life's difficulties.
Drifting slowly over acoustic riffs, "Man in
the Moon" finds Stipe toying with the concept of death; "let's play twister let's play
risk, I'll see you in heaven if you make the
list."Q

Rush worth seeing Stick to basics at R*R* Sauare
BY AMY C. PHALON
StaffWriter

This week'sStudent Association
film is "Rush," starring Jennifer Jason Leigh and Jason Patric. This is a
film of high intensity. The protagonists, played by Leigh and Patric,
are two undercover narcotics cops
work ing in the deep South during
the mid-1970s. They experiment
with variousdrugs to presentthemselves as part of the drug culture.
Their drug use rapidly turns to
abuse as their junkie masks become
their real faces.

Themovie'scastingisverygood .
Leigh takes the roll of an ambitious
young cop, Kristen Gates, who
wants to make it big, but realizes
that there is much to sacrifice when
she falls in love with Jim Raynor,
p layed by Jason Patric. Patric is the
perfect "70s character. One almost
wpnders if his character is in the
undercover business to take advantage of the available drugs.
The most memorable character,
a suspec t ed d rug lord, is played by
Greg Allman.Allmanwandersonto
t he scr een at ran d om t imes, and
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utters few and ambiguous lines. His
foreboding and sinister character
develops and becomes almost innocent until the movie's surprising
and satisfactory ending.
Perhaps the strongest selling
point of the film is the soundtrack.
Compose d by Eric Clapton, it is
heavily studded with the thick,rich
southern drawl for which blues
music is famous. Tense guitar
st ra ins an d d rama ti c an d jazzy r iffs
enhance scenes and accent emotions. Clapton'smusic is highlighted
by various appearances by Lynnar d
Skynnard and Jimi Hendrix.
The film's plot works,but in the
end it makes a pitiful attempt to
comment on the justice system characteristic of the deep South and
human nature. The film raises many
questions about justice, the law and
thelinebetweendruguseand abuse.
These questions are not truly answered by the film, but are obviously meant to provoke audience
thought.
The strongest theme in the film
is loyalty. Theaudienceisconstantly
reminded throughout the film how
important loyalty is in friendships
and business.
"Rush" is a well do n e f ilm an d
worth seeing. It will be showing in
Lovej oy 100 on Thurs., Fri., Sat. and
Sun. For show times see Shindigs
and ShenanigansD
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BY HANNAH BEECH
Opinions Editor
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Nestled next to the artsy Railroad Squar e Cinema ,the namesake
cafe has an equally Greenwich Village-esqueatmosphere. Walls decorated with local artwork and
han dcraf t s and menu off er ings such
as Thai Green Curry complete the
urban aura.

The basic menu has a definite
South American beat,boasting more
burritos than Baskin Robbins has
flavors of ice cream. The daily specials,however,delve into other continents and come up with Thai, Indonesian, Middle-Eastern, Greek
and other ethnic cuisines.
The sp ecials for the day are
chalked up on a blackboard in often
illegible colors. On this visit they
included: lentil soup, summer
squash soup, Li byan vege tables on
couscous with lamb-stuffed zuchini,
Greek-style eggplant and other exotic choices.
Ordered were the lentil soup,
Libyan veggies and smoked Idaho
trout chilled with bread,lemon and
horseradish dip, from a wa it res s

„„

_, _

The Railr oad Square Cafe.
whose mind was obviously anywhere but in the restaurant.
The large portion of lentil soup
came in a generousbowl,b u t susp iciously lacked any steam rising from
the greenish depths. A taste confirmed that the soup was as cold as
the chilly Ma i ne night outside. Withou t any ap ologies, the soup was
taken away and came back to the
table, freshly microwaved.
On secon d t as t e, the lentils were
cooked well, but the bits of rice
were as hard as if they had just
arrived from an Un cle Ben's package. Watery and without much
tas te, the soup needed to be confined to a pot for at least a half an

photo by AriDrukerl
hour more to be anywhere near
edible.
The Libyan veggies-were * at
least well-cooked and taught us
uneducated people that celery, carrots and turn ips are all MiddleEastern delights. Like the soup,
the veggies were basically flavorless, the lamb was challenging to
the jaw and the zuchini came icy.
Accompan ied by a salad wit h
an excellent vinaigrette, the
sm oked t rout was d el ici ously
cure d, but the quanitity of tiny
bones made each bite hazardous
to the lining of the throat.
See RESTAURANTpage 12
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Top 10
WMHB Albums
for the Week
BY JOHAN DOWDY
Music Director
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10.
9.
8.
7.
6.
5.
4.
3.

Sugar
The Ramones
Peter Gabriel
10,000 Maniacs
Suzanne Vega
Happy Mondays
Ned's Atomic Dustbin
R.E.M

2. Mudhoney
1. Nine Inch Nails

Copper Blue
Mondo Bizarrb
Us
Our Time in Eden
99.9° F
Yes, Please
Not Sleeping Around
Automatic for
the People
. Piece of Cake
Broken
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on the Media and the Election of 1992
inPanel Discussion
the 40th Annual Lovejoy Convocation.
with
conjunction
Nov. 12 at 11 a.m. More panel discussions at 2 p.m. are:
The Meaning of the Election (Robins Room),
(Given Auditorium) and
The Polls and the Media
Election
(Lovejoy 215).
The Road to the

23rd Annual Service of Carols and Lights
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Colby Art Museum:

Through November 29: The Artist's Eye.

CONTESTS
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Dec. 10, 11 and 12 in Lorimer Chapel.
Tickets will be available in Roberts Union
on Thursday, Nov. 19 and Friday, Nov. 20 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
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Spotlight Series Event

Essay Contests

Fpf Monthly Review: An Independent Socialist Magazine.
an
Submit essay on "Progressive Social Changes in the 1990s,"
2,000 words, in English, typed, double-spaced to:
Essay Dept., Monthly Review, 122 West 27th Street,
New York, NY 10001. Deadline: March 1, 1993.

Poetry Contests

—Submit one poem of 20 lines or less before December 31 to:
Arcadia Poetry Press, Dept. C, 1101-A Sovereign Row, Oklahoma City, OK 73108.
—Subnlit one poem of 20 lines or less before January 31 to:
Sparrowgrass Poetry Forum Inc., Dept. N, 203 Diamond
Street, Sistersville, West Virginia 26175.
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Railroad S quare Cinema—873-5900
0
Bed and Breakfast (PG13)
^
| Friday Nov. 13 - Monday Nov. 16: 7
and 9 p.m.; Sat. and Sun.: 1p.m.
^
| Tuesday Nov. 17-Thursday Nov. 19
|
1
8:30 p.m. only.
^p
The Hair Dresser'sHusband
(unrated) Tuesday Nov. 17-Thurs^4,
day Nov. 19: 6:45 p.m. only.
^%
^
Hoy*'s JFIC DHpg —873-1300
^I
Candy Man (R) 7:30 p.m.
^-^
Mighty Ducks (PG) 7:10 p.m.
I
Under Siege (R) 7:30 p.m.
fI
School Ties (R) 7:20 p.m.
|
p
:p
Last of the Mohicans (R) 6:50 p.m.
^
$
Stu-A movie
^
Rush
|
^
Nov. 12 and 13: 7 and 9 p.m. $2
i
^p
Nov. 14: 3 p.m. $1; 7 and 9 p.m. $2
Nov. 15: 2 p.m. $1
j| ^
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OFF CAMPUS

1

—Jazz musician Amina Claudine Myers.
Saturday, Nov. 14 at 7:30 p.m. Kresge Auditorium. Free.
Advance tickets in Moulton Union.
—Museum of Art (Walker Art Building)
Vinalhaven at Bowdoin: One Press, Multiple Impressions.
Through Nov. 29.

g

Bowdoin College

|
^|
^
^
|

Champions

|

Eddie Kirkland. Thursday, Nov. 12 at 9 p.m.
^ Tickets at Down Home Music and The Music Gallery. $6 advance, $8 at door. ^|

|
f

Portland Concert Association

¦*

|

^ Mark Russell, political satirist and humorist. Tuesday, Nov. 17 at 7:30 p.m. ^
^
^
Portlan City Hall Auditorium. Tickets"$10, $17, $23, $28.
|
|
L

Call 772-8630 or 1-800-639-2707 ME/NH.
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PROPOSALS
continued frompage 9

is allowing minority groups on
campus to impose their beliefs and
programson the rest of the community unopposed.
Through this policy we allow
ourselves to be governed by an invisible force which allows every
special interest group on campus to
create some program which takes
away from the freedom of the majority. These two proposals, as well
as the issue of Yom Kippur, are
brought about as a result of this
anti-discriminatory policy. The
majority allow itself to be imposed
upon because of the fear of being
politically incorrect.

LOUNGES continued
BUGS
frompage 1

continued frompage 7

be more homey and comfortPaul Johnston , co-chair of
able.
You don't sit around and drink
Lesbigay, stated in the Nov. 5 Echo
in
your
living room at home."
that nobody spoke up against the
"[Non-alcoholic
lounges are] an
proposals. Paul,the reason we have
become so afraid of speaking our excellent idea," said Woodman
mind is that we know that we will Head Resident Shannon Roy '93.
be labeled as being politically in- "This proposal will get the College
correct. Nobody voiced objections moving in the direction of alternabecause nobody dares oppose any- tive things to do besides drink. It
thing associated with minority will also make an easier transition
for first-year students."
rights.
"I have no doubt that in time
If gays, lesbians and bisexuals
this
proposal will be a reality,"said
want more support from the ColJohnston.
"It seems that the stulege, then they deserve it, but this
dents
are
asking
for something like
support should not come at the exQ
this."
pense of those of us at Colby who
just do not care about gay rightsO

On previous visits to the Cafe,
however,less unusual entrees like
burritos did satisfy the stomach
with large portions and tasty beans
wrapped in fresh tortillas.Nachos
piled high with salsa, sour cream,
olives and jalapeno peppers was
another hearty appetizer.
Desserts are undoubtedly the
high point of a trip to theCafe.The
Ecstasycakecomesin a dark chocolate sliver iced with white chocolate and looks suspiciously small.
But by the last rich fudgy bite, any
chocolate craving for the next week
has vanished. Homier offerings

ROBE RTS
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RESTAURANT

continued f r omp age 10

possible, according to Dr. Alan
Hume,college physician. "If someone were to eat a fly that had been
in the toilet, eating infected stool,
then it would transmit bacteria to
the person," he said. "If it were
some bacteria that wasn't a normal bacteria of the human body,
then there'sthe potential for problems."
Although this scenario is improbable, "you don't want flies
around foodbecauseyoujustdon't

know what they're going to be carrying," he said. "Besides, aesthetically they're very undesirable. * -.
Although students are concerned about the insects themselves, there is also concern about
the extermination of the bugs.
"Which is more dangerous, the
bugs or the pesticides?" said Josh
Fishkin '96.
"I think that it's important to,
get rid of the bugs, but we also
have to look at what we're using to
get rid of them," said Chris Thayer
'93. "Just how healthy is a
'fogging'?' --

¦*•.

continued frompag e5

"They probably should haveput
up a man and a woman," said
Darragh Fitzsimons '95. "There's a
lot moremen can do besides look at
women's bodies for pleasure.
There's a lot moreto a woman then
just her body and what she can do
with it."
-"I didn't really think it was offensive," said JoRoy Lizewski '95.
"I just thought it was comical seeing a woman hanging from the Student Center."
"1thought it was the lamest thing
I've ever seen,"said Sabrina Austin
'95.
"It wasjust a different kind of an
approachtoadvertisingforparties,"
said Dupuis. "We thought this
would really stick in people's
minds." ?

like the carrot cake might sound
ordinary among themoreunusual
deserts like sugar-free raspberry
puffs,but with its extra-moistness
and juicy bits of raisins and other
goodies,the cake tasted like it just
came out of Grandma's oven.
The Railroad Square Cafe tries
hard to maintain an offbeat and
artsy atmosphere. Unfortunately,
the more distinctive-sounding
food does not match up to the
tantalizing and exotic descriptions. A visit to the restaurant
would be better served by sticking with the more conventional
and tasty entreesthan delving into
the uncertain depths of Libyan,
Thai and other multi-ethnicfare.Q
¦"
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WHO WOULD KNOW MORE ABOUT THANK SGIVING
THAN THE BAKERS
ON MAYFLOWER HILL?
Thanksgiving is almost herel
Why not lighten your work load this year by bringing home some fresh baked goods from
our Colby Bakery for your family. They will be available this year from our new
"Corner Store " located next to the Spa.
This year 's delicious selections include ...
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Lattice Crust

PANAMA

- $2.50

Be sure to place your order earlyl

the Spa at Ext " 3332 today or sto p by
• Cal1
the Corner Store to place an order in
Person Orders may be picked up on

0ur Bakerv 's Specialty
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Get off the Hill for a

Real Homecooked Breakfast
at

'

Bonnie's Diner
Colby Special
2 Eggs, Bacon ,
Toast, Pancakes,
Homefries & Coffee

$4-95

j
Breakfast Sandwich j
Bacon , Cheese, I
Tomato, Lettuce, 1
Fried Egg j

872:7712

Open Seven Days a Week
5:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

Benton Avenue, Winslow
I

$19
"

Bear left after the Winslow bridge - then 3 miles ahead on the left

°
J
j

Men's Soccer (11-3-1)
(end of season)
ECAC Tournament
#5 Colby 2 #4 Bates 1
#1 Williams 1 #5 Colby 0

Women's Soccer (9-5)
(end of season)
Colby 2 Colby-Sawyer 1
Bates 2 Colby 0

Football (4-2)

Men's Cross Country

Williams 10 Colby 6
Middlebury 24 Colby 23
Colby 28 Wesleyan 21
Colby 28 Amherst 14
Colby 27 Hamilton 19
Colby 52 Bates 0
Tufts 23 Colby 13

Colby wins State Meet at So.
Maine
Colby places 4th at NESCACs
Colby places 16th at New
England
11/14 N.E. Div. IlT
Championships at
Southern Maine @ 11:00

Upcoming games:
11/14 vs. Bowdoin @ 1:00
p.m.

Men's Basketball
11/13 exhibition vs.
Lithuanian Nat'l Team
Statyba@7:30

Women's Cross Country
Colby places 3rd at NESCACs
Colby places 11th at New
Englands
11/14 NJE. Div. Ill
Championships at
Southern Maine

|

Career Opportunities
Cordially invites you to an

Inform a ti on Session
on
Wednesday, November 18, 1992 at 7:00 p.m.

Roberts Union, Hurd Ro om
Casual Attire

*-

Reception to follow

i
*

b^ Merr ill Iiyncli

A tradition of trust.

Soccer falls short despi t e effor t s
BRIAN O'HALLORAN
StaffWriter

The men's soccer team saw the
close of an exciting season last Friday, Nov. 6, despite playing what
Coach MarkSerdjenian called "one
of its best- games of the year."
Matched in an Eastern College Athletic Conference [ECAC] semi-final
contest with #1 seed Williams College on the opponent's home turf,
the Mules played a tremendous
game before finally breaking down
defensively to allow the lone goal
of the game with about ten minutes
left in regulation. The 1-0 loss,
though disappointing, d id littl e to
dampen the spirits of the team or
take away from its achievements
this year.
In the Williams contest, Colby
again got an outstanding performance from its goaltender Caleb
Mason '95, as well as the rest of the
defense. On offense, the Mules had
their best scoring opportunity three
minutes into the second half when
the Williams goalkeeper made a
kick save on a Marc Small '96 scoring bid.
The only Williams goal came
three minutes after Colby fullback
Brian Pompeo '95 was ejected for a
breakaway foul, leaving the Mules
a man down .for the remaining 13
minutes of the game. Serdjenian
contends that although Pompeo
clearly fouled the Williams player,
the ejection was unwarranted as
theopposingplayerwasnotheaded
in for a breakaway. The referee's
questionable call turned out to be
the difference in the game, as the
William 's E p hman capitalized
shortl y thereafter with a header by
their striker after a cross in front of
the net.
The team "played pretty well,
but we were up against a better
team," said Captain Rod Corey '93,

Reflections on a flawless fall

p hotoby Yuhgo Yamaguchi

Rod Corey '93 , cap tain
after playing in his last Colby game.
"[Williams] deserved to win."
Mason, coming off his first season as Colby's starting goaltender,
classified thelossasa "great game."
The Mules were up against a more
experienced and more talented
Williams squad that was playing in
front of its home crowd, but Colby
still managed to put a scare into the
Ephmen. Serdjenian called Williams "a very deep team, the best
we've played since Middlebury. I
thought we really rose to the challenge."
The team was clearly satisfied
with a season that was seen from
the outset as a year to gain experience and come together as a team.
The Mules surpassed virtually
everyone's expectations, save possibly their own, by compiling an
overall record of 11-4-1. "Nooneon
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• Brakes
• Exhaust Systems
• Maintenance Service
• Oil Changes And More!
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Discount Beverag e and Redemption Center
Open Sun thru Wed till 9pm ,
Thurs till 10pm, Fri and Sat till Midni ght
52 Front Street

Crebase and Donovan more than captains
BY JAC COYNE
StaffWriter

Alway s Plenty of In-Store
j r ^ ^ ^ ^y
Beer Specials
(mMl Jv
f

the team is really sad [about the
loss]", said Mason. "It was a great
season."
"Everyone was kind of counting us out after losing nine seniors,
but we used that to pull together,"
said Corey: "We're pleased with
the whole season and definitely
di dn't expect to go that far."
"I'm really proud and pleased
with our performancethis year and
was very happy to see fans down at
Williams to cheer us on," said
Serdjenian. "This was a team that I
really didn't know what to expect
out of at the beginning of the year.
We came together quickly and
played well throughout the
season."Q

Thing, dre goingwell irt the world of Colby sports Too well.
When f He Echofoj in d of it abop t the fiel d housefire this aumrner,
we licked owifips with interest, We thought:there would beproblemsbig problems. Hey,maybe there were*bu* if soothe Athletic
Dep_rlmentdidnot lei us see it sweat Now that situation hasdried
1
up along, with? the unseen beads or perspiration on Director of
Athletics Dick Whitmore's brow.
There must he somethij rj g wrong.
But there httf t There is rtothing to bitch about. Colby athletics
has handiest itself £Q Welt,,there is nothing for us to criticize."What
<io they think this is, *ome land of Utopia where everything is
peaches^dareamattdthemifi^
success that saved the basketball season fo Indicative ot ihe entire
*_*oteIlthetruth all
fall Season.Succe5S93fte)T5Ucce3*atter_u<;cess...
©f this success 5*getting boxiwg. There mnst fee some Juicy stories
Into which ia |>rubbycontWYmy-starvedwrite?can stick his hooks.
Here;**thehomogeneouslist front all areasoi Ihe sieep-ir.dn _ ing Colby sports .spectrqnu
- The women X-country team has shown ihsy can nm with
a»yo»ei» New England and hurts even taught some Division;I and
Ji schools mmetespeet4 Division?! styte*
}
Mche-feSeveranc-**?__is
alWeW England forfhe third straight time,.
-Themen's50C<erteanigiideditsw^y through the firstroundof
theEastern CollegeAihIetk Co»feirettce{ECACIplayoffs.
-Womeft'i ragby is unseated _p«m,for drying out loud.
»WQmet
fs#pc-erh_sWon maregaj pe?thisyearthan it has i n any
other season.
-Volleyball in only its second yea*as a varsitysposthas a.22.-6
fl-cord,and has a few first-place fitdshe- under its belt*
? $Ven creWhas had <meo$i-shestseasons in years,including an
impressiveshowingal the Head of the Charles,
Someone out theremust have a losing record.
Vfe^e caught _ little flack here in the Sports sectiom tot a
headline or two, which kept things interesting inx 3 white, but
thanksto Professor of Government Sandy MaiseFs wisdom*that
controversy seems tobetesolvedas weB*We enjoyed writing about
thelack of a men's lacrosse coach,, but now that problem will soon
be fixed.
Nothing is left. So please excuse vs while we go start some
controversy;btit 'd- not worry we will not fight the fieldhouse on
fire,or anything-mthat & ioQ easy for Colby athletics, they have
heendealt that problem alreadyand had the frump card waiHngO

873-6228

Good Luck Colby—Beat Bowdoin!!

»

Poetically enough,the women's
soccer team 's last and most
important goal of the season was
made possible by its two most
important players. When Captain
Katy Donovan '93 fed fellow
Captain Pam Crebase '93 the goahead score in Colby's 2-1 victory
over St.Joseph's College two weeks
ago, the scoring stopped for the
Mules. And rightfully so.
'They treated everyone as equal,
they are great people," said Dori
Desautel '96, who best summed up
the leadership of her captains.
Crebase and Donovan proved their
greatness by leading a gutsy soccer
squad to its best season ever. Not
only did they lead the way to a team
record for wins, but they brought
the Mules to within one win of a
berth in the Eastern College Athletic
Conference [ECACJ tournament.
Even though Colby was unable
to score in its only game following
the win over St.Joseph's,the season
did end on the right note with the
two captains hooking up for the last
time in their careers.
What makes these two captains
special is the commitment they
madetobringingthesquad together
as a group and eliminating the
factionalism that has been common
on the team in the past.
"They made everyone feel
comfortable,"said Alyssa Bonsetlcr
'95. "Listyear there was a lot of in-

Pam Crebase _ >3 (co-captain)

photo by Yuligo Yamaguchi

fighting on the team.Thisyear there only the best players, but brought
was no bitching. We were one big out the best in their peers. "They
group, not just classes."
had that competitive drive," said
For Crebase and Donovan, Coach Carol Anne Beach. "The team
personality was the key.They were itself had a lot of skill, but Katy and
both very caring and nurturing Pam have the drive and tried to
captains,butwhen thingsgottough instill it in the team." This drive
they took control and demanded was evident during every game
the maximum out of all of the with the all-out effort that the team
players. "Pam is quiet sometimes, gave,both on the field and from the
but whensomethinghad tobedone, bench.
shesaid so,"said Megan Fitzpatrick
Thcsuccessofthisycar'steam is
'94,the team'sleading scorer. "Katy directly attributable to the
jokes around a lot, but when she is leadershipofCrebascand Donovan.
serious, people know it."
"They were good leaders because
Crebase and Donovan earned they didn't try to be," said Sarah
the devotion of their teammates Eustis '96. "We respected them, so
because of the equity of treatment wc wanted to make them happy."
that they gave to all the players, To make them happy, the team won,
both on and off tho field. Players setting the stage for what should be
felt that they could talk to either of an outstanding year for the Mules
them, whether it was a p roblem next season. "Players arc so happy
relating to soccer or a question about with the way things went," said
a class.
Bonsctler, "They definitely set a
On the field , the two were not standard for upcoming captnins."Q

Women's Rugby: Untouchable, unbea t able, unscored upon
BY CHRIS DAVENPORT
Asst. Sports Editor

"If they don't score we can't
lose," is the motto of the women's
rugby club,and the team has been
true to its credo; for an entire seasonColby'sopponents did not score
and the Mules did not lose. The 6-0
Mules, who outscored their opponents 203-0, were named New England Division II champions after
defeating the University of Southern Connecticut [USC] 5-0 in the
finals of the New England Division
11tournament.
The Mules appeared in the tournament for the first timebecauseof
their new membership in the rugby
union, yet they did not feel at all
intimidated by the invitation.
"It wasour first year in the union
and we won the whole thing," said
Carrie Farber '95.

Lisa Carpenter '95 provided the for us," said Sarah Pohl '94. "It put
only scoring for the Mules in their the icing on the cake for a lot of the
final game by intercepting a USC seniors."
lateral and takingit the distancefor
Icing onthe cake, yes;a piece of
points).
a try (5
cake, no. The last game was cer"I was in the right place at the tainly ' no walk in the park for a
right time,"said Carpenter. "It was couple of seniors who played their
a great feeling. I just thought it was last game with fairly serious injua start; I had no idea it was going to ries. Colleen Kane '93 had broken
be the only scoring."
ribs, Kristin Schuller '93 and Beth
In the first half USC threatened Curren '93had sprained anklesand
to ruin the blemish-free season by
knocking on Colby's door for a
score. The Mules defense would
not let them in, however, and by
the second half their opponents did
not even get as far as the front steps.
"The backs and forwards really
came together," said Carpenter.
"That was what made the differ- Field Hockey
ence."
"We dominated in the second TAMIKO DAVIES '93, forward .
half," said Patty Lee '95.
Team CaptainDavies is a greatstick
"It was a really emotional win handler who sets up plays,"always
hustles, and has great spirit and
dedication," according to Coach
Deb Pluck.

Faster than Woody Woodpecker

Volleyball

KRISTIN SCHEIBLE '94, middle
hitter. Scheible developed into a
"total team player" this year,
accordingtoCoach SheilaCain.Her
serving success rate of 93 percent
«igwas second on the team,but she led
Even with the time spent in preparation, Matt Weaver '95 was able to the Mules in blocks with:30 and
finish first in the chainsaw competition. In this event, the participants are also contributed 13 aces, 69 kills
given a vertical log and are forced to cut discs of wood with the chainsaw and a 77 percent hitting rate.
while keeping the discs on top of each other on the log.
Other individualstandouts were Dana Blum '93,who came in second
in the fire building event, in which the first person to make a fire and boil
water is declared winner,and Eash came in second in the hard hit. Vertical Women's Soccer
hard hit is the event in which the person who makes the least number of
hits to chop the wood is the winner. (J-A.C .)
PAM CREBASE '93, wing. Cocaptain and the team's secondleading scorer (5g, 1a), Coach Carol
Anne Beach calls her "a steady,
consistent,outstanding wing,...and
The water polo team ended its season on Saturday, Oct. 31 with a the perfect team player."
disappointing finish in the New England Tournament at Bates College.
Theteam,whichhas won the tournament for the last threeyears,fell in the ALISON LUTZ '95, goalkeeper.
semi-finals to a strong Worcester Polytechnical Institute [W.P.I.] squad. Lutz had an outstanding year
Until the tournament Colby had been piling up wins, falling only to illustrated by five shutouts and 1.3
Bowdoin College, which has a Division II program.
goals against the average. She had
This season the team was led by their standout hole-man and club a key save on the goalline to
President Chris Wilder '93. Wilder was supported by powerful drivers preserve the 2-1 win over St.
Mike Saad '93 and Andy Stanley '93, both of whom consistently put the Joseph's and to keep the Mules'
ball between the posts. Colby was hurt by the graduation of last year's playoff hopes alive.
President, Eric Johnson '92, but Wilder stepped up and kept the team
rolling in the right direction with timely goals and stoic leadership.
Unfortunately, the 1992 season will not be remembered fondly thanks to
the loss to W.P.I, and a stinging loss in the consolation game to Bates
College, whom Colby had spanked twice earlier in the season. (J.A.C.)

At least they have their health

A four-game winning streak and an outside shot at the New England
Small College Athletic Conference [NESCAC] football championship
were both squandered Saturday, Nov 7, as Colby fell to Tufts University
23-13. With the loss, the Mules' record dropped to 4-3 and Saturday's
100th anniversary Colby-Bowdoin matchup at Seaverns Field is the
Mules' only chance for redemption.
Colby turned theball over to Tufts seven times,including five interceptions of quarterback Matt Mannering '95 and two fumbles. "That was
definitely our poorest performance of the year offensivel y," said Coach
Tom Austin. "We just weren't as efficient as we needed to be."
Although Tufts was up 14-0 early in the first quarter,the Mules did not
lay down without a fight. Mannering led a great second-quarter drive of
65 yards capped off by running back Chris Austin '94's six-yavd run to
make the score 14-7,but that was asclosc as Colby would get. After a Tufts
touchdown and field goal, running back Brad Smith '96 scored his teamleading eighth touchdown of the season to make the final score 23-13.
Regardless of last Saturday's outcome, however, next week's contest
against Bowdoin will be significant for many reasons. If Colby is able to
pull out a win in the 100th year of its rivalry with Bowdoin, the Mules will
have won a record five straight CBB Championships. The graduating class
has a chance to be the first class to leave Colby with a cumulative winning
record over their four years, including victories in every game against
Bates College and Bowdoin. The team also has the opportunity to become
the first Colby squad to have back-to-back winning seasons in 30 years.
(T.D.)

Although they are recognized
as a forcein the rugby world, Pohl
'94 hopes the Mules' success will
earn them recognition here on
Mayflower Hill. "We've got to be
the most successful sport at Colby,"
she said."Nobody else is unscored
upon. Hopefully this will bring a
lot of recognitionto women'srugby
and to women 's sports in
general."Q

More All-Fall Sports . Teams

A potent Colby woodsmen s team hosted a 13-team meet on Saturday,
Nov 7, in which the Mules made a respectable showing. The women's
team placed second overall and the men came in third. Club President
Mike Eash '93 was pleasantly surprised at the outcome. "It is alwayshard
to do well at your home meets because you spend so much time prepar-

There's always next week

Sarah Oelkers '93 had a pulled
Achilles tendon.
The Mules had little trouble earlier in their perfect season. Colby
dismissed the University of Maine,
Bates College, Plymouth State College, and the University of New
Hampshire in the regular season.
They humbledNorwich College540 to qualify for the finals of the
tournament as well.

Football
(offense)
Men 's Soccer
PATSKULLEY'94, midfielder. CoCaptain Skulley had one goal and
five assists, the most important of
which was a pass to Corey that
gave Colby its first goal in a 2-1
victory over Bates College in the
opening round of the ECAC
playoffs.
ETHAN SPENCER '94, forward.
This co-captain was the Mules'
secondleadingscorer with 16points
(4 g, 8 a). He fed Marc Small '96 the
game-winner against Bates.

Men 's X-Country
BEN TREVOR '93. Sickness was
the only thing able to stop this
team's captain during the New
Englands. Otherwise, Trevor was
hard to hold back. He garnered
fourth-place All-Stateselectionand
consistently turned in the team's
best times.

CHUCK DiGRANDE'93,offensive
lineman. For four years DiGrande
has helped Colby employ one of
the NESCACsbest running attacks.
He has created holes and provided
protection for Colby's 24 offensive
touchdowns.
MATT MANNERING '95,
quarterback. Mannering came on
strong after making his first start in
WeekS,throwingfour straight 200yard games and making a serious
bid for individual postseason
honors.

(defense )
TIM MERRIGAN '93, defensive
back. After leading the team in
receiving in 1991, Merrigan was
switched to secondary, where he
has been outstanding. He has
picked off two passes and made 52
tackles.
RICH WAGENKNECHT '94,
noseguard. He has solidified the
White Mule defense by exploding
for 47 tackles, a team-high eight
sacks and a blocked extra-point.

ABE ROGERS '94. A triathlete in
the off-season, Rogers was a fifthplace Al 1-Stateselection.He turned
in the team's second-best time at
the New Englands with a clocking
of 25:56,good enough for 60th-place
out of 218.

ROB CARBONE '93. Carbone had
the team low, 84-87—171 at the
BowdoinInvitational and provided
solid leadership as co-captain.

Field Hockey

Golf

Volleyball

SUZY DeLEA '96, sweeper. This
rookie had 75 interceptions, which
is very impressive for anyone, let
alone a freshman. She showed
"incredible poise for a first-year
player and [had] awesome timing
on tackles,"said Coach Deb Pluck.

BRIAN DUSZA '96. Dusza came
on strong as the season progressed,
finally leading the Mules with a
one-round 82 at the Bates
invitational.

CAROLINE KETCHAM '96,
middlehitter. Statistically, Ketcham
was the team's best player. She led
the team with 94 percent serving
success, 40 aces and 91 kills and
was second with 19blocks. Ketcham
was voted to all-tournament teams
at the Bowdoin Polar Bear
Invitational and Farmington
Invitational

Football
BRAD SMITH '96, fullback. Smith
did more than anyone could have
hoped to make up for the
graduation of fullback Jon Bartlett
'92and nowhasthechancetobreak
Bartlett 's team record of nine
touchdowns, with eight scores and
one game remaining. He has 515
yardsof total offense (370 rushing,
145 receiving).

Men 's X-Country
CHAD SISSON '96, Sisson was the
team's'third best runner at the New
England Championships with a
time of 26:22 and led all first-year
runners for Colby.

Men's Soccer
MARC SMALL'96,forward . Small
had an unbelievable season for a
rookie, including a game-winner
against Bates in the ECAC opener.
He led the team with 9 goals and 19
points.

Golf

Women 's Soccer
DORI DESAUTEL '96, fullback.
Dcsautel was a consistant starter
on a defense that had five shutouts
to its credit.
-

Women 's Rugby
wins it all!
See pa ge 15.

The fall sports season has drawn to a close, and as is customar y at the Echo about this time of
year , we have chosen the All-Fall Sports Team. While there are man y Colby athletes deserving of
such reco gnition , some shone just a little bit bri ghter than othe rs . On page 15 you'll find other
athletes of mention , as well as our All-Fall Rookie Team.

photo by An Druker
Front (l-r) : Michelle Satterlee '94 , Karen Oh '93, Michelle Severance '94; 2nd: KatyDonovan '93, Greg Seffredini '93 ,
Brian Carlson '94; 3rd: Eric DeCosta '93, Dave McCarthy '93 , Jack Higgins '93 ( Rod Corey '93 not p ictured).

Male All-Fall Athlete

game. Individually, DeCosta is on his way to
a second-straight season leading the Mules
in tackles (67 through seven games). Closest
competition? Suffredini, who has 60. Their
intensity, leadership and consistency will be
hard to replace.

Female All-FallAthlete

Golf

Football
(offense)

photo by An Drum

DAVE MCCARTHY '93, tailback. This
multi-dimensional star has had oneof the
most well-rounded seasons in Colby football history. He accumulated 656 total
yardsofoffenscth rough seven games (296
rushing, 286 receiving, 74 returning) and
scored five touchdowns. McCarthy also
took care of the team's punting duties,
booting24 foranavcragccarry of 30.1 yds.

Football
(defense)

ERIC DeCOSTA '93 and GREG
SUFFREDINI '93, linebackers. You cannot mention one half of the duo known as
"the Smurfs" without mentioning the
other. They served as the team's co-captains and were instrumental in Colby's
four-game winning streak from Week 3
through Week 6, during which the White
Mule defense allowed only 13.5 points per

JACK HIGGINS '93. this co-captain was
the team's most consistent performer and
played in the most matches for the Mules.
"For overall leadershi p and match play Jack
did a really good job," said Coach Sid Farr.
Higgins turned in Colby'slowest score of the
season, a 79 in the second round at the Duke
Nelson Invitational . He was the team's best
scorer in three of Colby's six matches.

Men 's Cross-Country

BRIAN CARLSON '94. Carlson was the
team's highest All-State selection, placing
third . At the All-New England Championships, which included Div. I and II runners,
Carlson finished 53rd outof218 runners with
a time of 25:50. He finished ninth at NESCACs
and fifth in Colby's only home meet of the
season in October. He also helped the squad
to Colby's first-ever State Championship and
hopes to place high at the N.E. Div. Ill Championships on Saturday, Nov. 14.

Men 's Soccer

ROD COREY '93, defender. Team Captain Corey anchored a defense that allowed
an amazing o.61 goals per game. He had the
first goal against Bates College on Nov. 4, in
a 2-1 victory which put the Mules into the
semifinals of the ECAC playoffs. Corey was
productive offensively despite being a defender (4 g, 3 a).

fire," according to Coach Sheila Cain. Oh
had an 85 percent serving rate including
16 aces as well as a 78 percent hitting rate
and 68 kills. She helped to lead the team to
a season hi ghlight fifth-place finish in the
NESCAC Tournament and a 22-6 record,
after 10th place and 13-19 results in those
areas last year. She also powered the team
to victories in Bowdoin College, University of Maine at Machias and Thomas College tournaments in only her second year
of varsity competition.

Women's Soccer
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Women's Cross Country

MICHELLE SEVERANCE '94. Severance has been the #1 runner on the team
since her freshman year. She was voted AllNESCAC and All-New England Division I
and should qualify for the Nationals on
Nov. 14th a t the NE Div. III meet. Severance
is a two-time Ail-American who should
repeat this year. She finished third at
NESCACs,onlyl7secondsbehind thelcad
runner, and came in 14th at Open New
Englands.

Field Hockey

MICHELLE SATTERLEE '94, back. She
is an excellent defender who consistently
came up with bi g defensive plays. She was
able to frustrate many of tho top players in
the league and led the team with 90 interceptions/tackles.

Volleyball

KAREN OH'93, outsidehittcr. This team
captain hns the "ability to light the team on

KATYDONOVAN '93,midfielder. The
team's co-captain and fifth-leading scorer
(2 g, 4 a), Donovan helped the team to a
surprising season, one of the best in team
history. She commands these words of
praise from Coach Carol Anne Beach:
"Katy is aggressive and is the quarterback
of the team, so to speak. She is the best on
the team at going to the goal and getting
off a shot."Donovan provided an assist on
the team's last goal of her career, a gamewinner against St. Joseph's College which
kept Colby's playoff hopes alive.Q

BY JONATHAN WALSH AND
CHRIS DAVENPORT

Sports Editor and Asst. Sports Editor
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